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ARTISTS
Gestures and Procedures takes us back to the basics of  art prac-
tice. It explores how artists use gestures, rituals and repetitions in 
video and photography. This exhibition brings together a series of  
works in which artists depict simple, recurring actions and se-
quences in their conceptual practice. Some of  the seminal works in 
early video, studio and performance practice shown include works 
by Marina Abramovic and Bruce Nauman, as well as works by 
contemporary practitioners such as Lucy Gunning and Daniel von 
Sturmer. These works, among many things, show students; how 
through simple actions and materials (such as using one’s body) 
artists can communicate exciting ideas and create epic effects. It 
focuses on the importance of  a studio practice, as it evolved from 
painting to performance. 

THE EXHIBITION

GESTURES & PROCEDURES

Marina Abramovic
Vito Acconci 
Bas Jan Ader 
Francis Alÿs 
Beth Arnold 
John Baldessari 
Patricia Esquivias 
Lucy Gunning 
Joan Jonas 
Mike Kelley 
Anastasia Klose 
Paul McCarthy 
Bruce Nauman 
Yoko Ono
Mike Parr 
Charles Ray 
Delphine Reist 
Robert Rooney 
Tony Schwensen 
Ulay
Daniel von Sturmer 
Richard Wentworth

Beth ARNOLD
Born 1983
Discarded Object Poster Project  2006 – 2010
Poster series
Paper
Courtesy of  the artist 
This project was originally supported by CLUBSproject, Bus Gallery, and NAVA.
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Bas Jan ADER
1942 – 1975
Nightfall  1971
Video, 4:16 min 
Courtesy of  Patrick Painter Inc.
© Mary Sue Ader-Andersen



Francis Alys
Daniel von Sturmer
Bruce Nauman
Lucy Gunning
Marina Abramovic

KEY ARTISTS

Francis Alys
Born in Belgium Francis Alys has lived and worked in Mexico since the 1980’s. Alys has produced a 
complex body of  work including video, painting, performance, documentary film and photography. 
Alys’ work looks at issues such as political structures, and issues surrounding gloablisation (eg. 
conflict in boarder zones), to questions of  how the individual makes sense of  social and cultural 
representations. Duration and the concept of  time and space, is central to many of  his pieces as 
they ‘are made for the moment, and take place in the mind’.

Many of  Alys’ works document his strolls (“paseos”) through urban settings and the everyday 
life of  people living in urban areas. These strolls are the process though which the artist investi-
gates the social and political ideas, cultures and histories of  the spaces he encounters. Alys has a 
unique way transforming the mundane into the evocative. 

In Paradox of  Praxis 1 Alys took a large block of  ice and pushed it through the streets of  his native 
city. The rapidly melting ice left an evaporating trail of  water until finally there was nothing more 
than a puddle in the street. All that remains of  the work now is this documentary. 

In Barrenderos (Sweepers) Alys, as he does often, uses the city’s inhabitants’ daily traditions to 
look at the political reality of  living in a megalopolis. 

Francis ALYS
Born 1959
Paradox of  Praxis 1  1997
Video, 5.00 min
Courtesy of  the artist and 
David Zwirner, New York

Daniel von Sturmer
Melbourne artist Daniel von Sturmer often works with video to investigate the physical, meta-
phorical and conceptual properties of  everyday materials. Von Sturmer’s installations encourage 
us to think about the way we interact with artistic imagery within the architecture of  the gallery. 
His past video’s have featured scrunched up balls of  paper, disposable cups, sticky tape, a drink-
ing glass and paper clips. Von Sturmer’s videos test our understanding and expectations about 
what is understood as ‘the real’ in our visual and physical experiences. 

The selected sequences from Tableaux Plastique featured in Gestures and Procedures use paint  
as the basis for a series of  visual experiments with the picture plane within the bounded frame 
of  video. Linking to other featured artist’s such as John Baldessari, Daniel’s videos are at once 
abstract and figurative, serious and playful, creating a conscious interplay of  viewer and viewed.

Daniel VON STURMER
Born 1972
Tableaux Plastique  2008
Sequence 1 – 6
DVD, 39:55 min
Courtesy of  the artist and 
Anna Schwartz Gallery
Private Collection

John BALDESSARI
Born 1931
Six Colourful Inside Jobs  
1977
16 mm film on video, 32:53 
min
Courtesy Electronic Arts 
Intermix (EAI), New York
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Bruce Nauman
The processes and act of  art making, is central to Nauman’s work. Enacting the premise that ‘any 
activity performed by the artist within the artist’s studio must be art’, Nauman has recorded him-
self  performing mundane repetitive activities. These works are part of  a series where Nauman 
uses his body to explore the limits of  everyday spatial situations and draws on some of  the basic 
elements of  sculpture such as Balance and Form to push boundaries and create intensity.

Stamping the Studio is from a series of  conceptual film and video works made between 1967-69 
in which Nauman investigates the process of  making art through performance, gesture and the 
use of  his body as the object/subject. For this work Nauman beats out rhythms with his feet as he 
paces his studio. These increase in complexity culminating in a syncopated ten-beat phrase. His 
movement around the room, diagonally and in spirals, is filmed upside down so the action is in-
verted.

Similarly his piece Bouncing in the corner, uses the camera turned sideways and positions it so 
that his head is cropped form the frame showing just his neck to ankles. Nauman appears to be 
lying down (although actually standing); falling backwards and then pushing himself  off  the wall 
again, seemingly trying to levitate. The sound of  him continually slamming his hands into the wall 
to break his falls is an integral part of  the piece.  

Bruce NAUMAN
Born 1941
Bouncing in the 
Corner No. 1  
1968
Video, 60.00 min
Courtesy Elec-
tronic Arts Inter-
mix (EAI), New 
York

Lucy Gunning
British born artist Lucy Gunning originally trained in sculpture, which can be seen in much her 
current work which uses film and video to focus on performance of  physical acts examining the 
eccentricities in our behavior. Much of  her work calls on memories from her childhood and teen 
years. 

Her critically acclaimed video work Climbing Around My Room (1993) shows a female figure ma-
neuvering her way around a room, using only the rooms furniture and architectural features to 
ensure that her feet never make contact with the floor. This piece engages with the ideas of  ‘acting 
out’ and again this concept of  duration and how far can one push themselves is, like Abramovic’s 
work - a question human limits and an image of  enactment of  desire. 

Similar to Nauman’s work fundamental sculptural elements such as balance are used through her 
body to explore the limits of  duration and create a high level of  intensity heightening the viewers 
concentration. 

Lucy GUNNING
Born 1964
Climbing Around My Room  1993 
VHS transferred to DVD, 7.30 min
Courtesy of  the artist and Matt’s Gallery, London
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Performance as Art
Video Art 
The Artist’s Studio, Practice and Processes 

KEY THEMES

Performance Art
Performance is a form of  art which became prominent in the 1960’s however its roots can be 
traced to earlier art movements such as Dada and Surrealism. In Performance Art, the artist 
creates a live performance (can range from a staged event to a sequence of  events) often using 
a variety of  media (such as video and sound) which happens for an audience. The term is used 
to describe art that is live but operates outside the traditional conventions of  theatre, music and 
dance. By the 1970’s the term was used to describe many different activities which included ‘hap-
penings’, ‘body art’, ‘actions’, ‘events’, and ‘non-matrix theatre’. Key artists included John Cage, 
Dennis Oppenhim, Yoko Ono, Marina Abramovic, Joseph Beuys, Nam June Paik, Bruce Nauman. 
The audience plays a crucial role in performance art as they have a central role in the work… as 
Marina Abramovic states, she ‘wants her pieces to concern themselves with transferring energy 
from the artist to the audience’. ‘Aspects of  durational and endurance performance demonstrate a 
link to mythological feats and failures, as well as investigations into temporal states,’ says Juliana 
Engberg, ACCA Artistic Director. 

Marina Abramovic
Born in 1946 in Yugoslavia, Marina Abramovic uses her body in performance pieces as both her 
subject and the medium. Abramovic explores the limits of  what she can endure both physically 
and mentally having in the past withstood; pain, exhaustion and danger, in the quest to understand 
herself  and the world. Abramovic uses sound, photography, video, sculpture and found objects.  
As part of  a generation pioneering performance art Abramovic’s contemporaries include Bruce 
Nauman, Vito Acconci and Joan Jonas who also have pieces in this show. 

Her seminal performances of  the 70s and 80s often use repetitive movement which has the effect 
of  transforming her actions into ritual. Issues of  identity, self  and finding their place in the world 
are central concerns. These highly personal insights documented by the artists allow the viewer to 
connect with the processes and ideas of  the artist. 

In Art must be beautiful/Artist must be beautiful, we see Abramovic brushing her hair with a metal 
brush held in her right hand and a metal comb held in her left hand. Whilst performing this proce-
dure Abramovic repeats the phrase Art must be beautiful, Artist must be beautiful until she has 
destroyed her hair and face. 

In AAA-AAA, Abramovic works with long time collaborator and partner Ulay (Uwe Laysiepen) a 
German performance artists, to create a piece where the two individuals stand facing each other 
and scream in each others faces for 15 minutes. Together her partnership with Ulay created a se-
ries of  works that explored love, trust and the boundaries of  human relationships. In another work 
the couple exhaled into each other’s mouth until almost passing out from carbon dioxide poison-
ing.

Marina ABRAMOVIC/ULAY
Born 1946
AAA-AAA performance, 9:53 min
RTB TV-Studio 
Lüttich, Belgium, 1978 
Courtesy of  the artist

Mike PARR
Born 1945
Hold your breath 
for as long as pos-
sible  1972
Video, 2:47 min
Courtesy of  the 
artist and Anna 
Schwartz Gallery
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Video Art
Video art is a type of  artwork which began in New York in the mid 60’s. Video art often includes 
sound and performance and relies on moving pictures of  video/and or audio data usually viewed 
on a television screen. Early video art (such as the work of  prominent video artists such as Vito 
Acconci, John Baldessari and Bruce Nauman) were associated with concurrent movements such 
as conceptual art, performance art and experimental film. Today, video art is one of  contempo-
rary art’s mainstream practices. Works today are extremely varied and are often combined with 
other art forms such as sound art, installation, media arts (such as graphics, animation, internet 
projects) and traditional art practices (such as sculpture, painting or cinema). One of  the main 
differences between video art and theatrical cinema is that video art does not rely on many of  the 
conventions that cinema such; a discernible narrative, dialogue or even the use of  actors. Some 
artists such as Francis Alys use video simply to document and monitor an art event where as oth-
ers are more interested in being creative with the formal qualities of  video.

The Artist’s Studio Practice and Process
The role of  process and the act of  art making is a critical element of  these pieces as many of  
these artists’ works invite the audience to participate in their personal experiences and interpre-
tations. This allows the artworks to become a shared public experience. For many artists like Paul 
McCarthy the artist’s studio is a kind of  sculpture in itself  – continually changing and morphing. 
In this show the line is blurred between the process of  making art and the final piece. In a way the 
gallery and the studio space are one. 

FURTHER READING

Beth Arnold    http://www.discardedobject.com/ 
Francis Alys   http://www.davidzwirner.com/artists.hrml 
    www.eai.org/artistIndex.htm 
Anastasia Klose   http://www.tolarnogalleries.com/view/download.php?file=/media/cli-
ent/4034_Anastasia_Klose_CV_2008.pdf
Bas Jan Ader   http://www.basjanader.com/ 
Marina Abramovic   http://www.skny.com/artists/marina-abramovi/arttattler.com/archive-
marinaabramovic.html 
Vito Acconci    http://www.eai.org/eai/artistBio.htm?id=289
Lucy Gunning    www.frieze.com/issue/article/animal_instinct  
    www.tate.org.uk/britain/exhibitions/artnow/ 
Bas Paul McCarthy  http://www.hauserwirth.com/artists/20/paul-mccarthy/images-clips/
Bruce Nauman   http://artforum.com/archive/id=400 
    www.frieze.com/issue/print_back/dream_factory_communism/ 
Mike Parr     http://www.portrait.gov.au/exhibit/look/portraits/9.htm?pagenum 
Daniel Von Sturmer   http://www.danielvonsturmer.com
    www.artspace.org.au/content/pdf/ARTSPACE_TourKit.pdf  

Tony SCHWENSEN
Born 1970
This is where we live  2003
DVD, 45.00 min
Courtesy the artist and Uplands Gallery
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MEDIA VELS LEVEL 6
Looking at Francis Alys’ work get students to create films documenting their own “paseo” (stroll 
or journey) perhaps around the school. The students could look at the idea of  narrative and how 
film makers employ different types of  narrative to tell a story. Through the students own journey 
they must think of  a way to investigate the ideas, culture of  history of  the spaces they are en-
countering. An idea might be to film something that happens in their school that they think says 
something larger about the school or the people in it. 

Get students to make their own film using only their body and found 
objects to convey an idea or message.  

MEDIA VCE UNIT 1  
Looking at the concept of  stereotypes discuss Marina Abramovic’s and Anastasia Klose’s work. 
Discuss the images and what they might or might not say about gender roles, personalities or 
social stereotypes. 

Use Beth Arnold’s work as inspiration and create your own Discarded Object Project. Get stu-
dents to bring found objects into the classroom or create a blog where student can upload photos 
of  discarded objects like a single shoe in the gutter or the beanie on a tram seat. Then get stu-
dents to make them into posters and sick them around the classroom. 

MEDIA VCE UNIT 2 
Looking at Bruce Nauman’s pieces explore the key elements of  the work (such as audio, how the 
camera is positioned and what is included and excluded from the frame). Looking at filmic tech-
niques use Bruce Nauman’s pieces as inspiration for getting your students to create their own 
film or photography pieces experimenting with one filmic element, such as audio, angles, editing, 
illusion etc. An example could be to think of  a creative idea to produce audio in a 30 second film 
and explore that concept. 

Explore the differences between video art, and cinema; a key focal point to discuss lies in the 
subcategories of  cinema where the lines blur such as avant-garde cinema or short films. Get stu-
dents to explore some of  the categories and genres of  cinema. 

ART VELS LEVEL 6
What is performance art? Discuss the concept of  performance art and how if  it conflicts with 
your previous understanding of  what art is.

Looking at the idea of  Performance in art discuss the differences between painting and perfor-
mance as a medium for artists to explore their ideas. Together as a class get students to explore 
and experiment with some of  the ideas used in the show, such found objects, performance, the 
body, or the importance of  the audience. 

CURRICULUM LINKS

Charles Ray 
Born 1953
All My Clothes  1973
Sixteen Kodachrome photographs mounted on board  
Overall: 23.5 x 151.8 cm
Courtesy of  the Museum of  Contemporary Art, Los Angeles
Gift of  Lannon Foundation
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ART VCE UNIT 1
Pick three artworks in the exhibition and write down what objects and actions are present in the 
pieces. How do the materials in the work convey meaning? What might some of  the objects symb-
olise?

Examine Mike Parr’s piece and discuss the concept of  the self  portrait. In class find a collection 
of  self-portraits from throughout art history. Try to collect up to seven different images of  different 
genders and from different periods of  time. What does Mike Parr’s piece say about self-portraiture 
and how has it changed over time? Get students to create their own self-portrait.  Discuss the way 
the artists have constructed the self-portrait to reflect their identity and experiences. 

ART VCE UNIT 2
Begin looking at Marina Abramovic’s and Anastasia Klose’s work and discuss what elements you 
find challenging/interesting. Research their backgrounds and compare the ideas, traditions, values 
or beliefs that influence both artists. Comment on the cultural structures associated with gender, 
politics, religion, and race. How have these two artists communicated the values of  their societies 
and then compare these to some of  the other artists in the exhibition such as Mike Parr or Paul Mc-
Carthy. 

ART VCE UNIT 4
Discuss the idea of  documentation of  performance art. Does the viewer get a different reading 
from a performance if  they are present for the actual event vs watching the documentation? 
Explain your ideas. 

Consider the following quote by Marina Abramovic…

‘Fashion takes art out of  context and uses only the surface. Theatre also rips off  performance; and 
of  course it happens in art too. A lot of  kids are doing copies.’ 

Marina’s work was parodied in the TV series ‘Sex and the City’ and in several fashion campaigns. 
Discuss what this means for the artist and what impact this has on the original meanings in the 
work. 

STUDIO ART VCE UNIT 1
Discuss the works by Lucy Gunning and Daniel von Sturmer and compare it to the work of  Marina 
Abramovic and Bruce Nauman. Look at the differences in the times in which these artists made 
these works. Discuss the different cultures, inspirations and techniques used in the production of  
the artworks. 

Look at the work of  Anastasia Klose and compare it to Marina Abramovic. Discuss the similarities 
and differences in how the times and cultures in which they were working, influenced their repre-
sentation of  themselves. 

STUDIO ART VCE UNIT 4
Examine and explain the differences between the artist’s studio and the gallery space. Look at 
how some these artists have blurred the lines between the two.
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THEATRE STUDIES VELS LEVEL 6 
Get students to use their body as a way of  conveying an idea or question without using a typical 
narrative or dialogue. 

Look at Bruce Nauman’s piece. Get students to decide what the most important element of  the 
piece is – the artist, the action, or the audio? Look at how many of  that artists have used repetition 
in theatre.  

THEATRE STUDIES VCE UNIT 1
Are Abramovic, Gunning and Nauman’s performances different from theatre? How does theatre 
performance differ from performance as art. Look a how Performance Art evolved from theatre, 
and analyse the distinguishing features of  each. 

Analyse two of  the pieces in the exhibition. Describe the objects and actions used. Do these help 
you understand what the artist is trying to communicate? Are they theatre? Explain your answer. 

ENGLISH/LITERATURE VELS LEVEL 6
First, analyse the titles of  the work with the students, getting them to think about what the lan-
guage adds or detracts from the meaning in the visuals. Then use the bodily images from the show, 
to inspire students to write descriptive paragraphs. Students have to use no less than one para-
graph to explore/describe one of  the movements in the exhibition. 

Use Beth Arnold’s Discarded Poster Project as inspiration and get students to take photos of  dis-
carded objects that they see. Then use this as inspiration for creative writing exercises. You might 
get the students to try and create a character or a short story or poem from a single item or bring 
several items together and get the students to work them into a short story or play. 

Get your students to create an exhibition review in groups and present it to the class in PowerPoint 
form.

ENGLISH/LITERATURE VCE UNIT 1 
Use the exhibition as a way of  exploring the theme of  identity. Compare this with your English texts 
and look at the similarities and differences in the way the different mediums communicate the 
theme of  identity. Are they explicit, symbolic, visual etc?

PSYCHOLOGY 
Look at Marina Abramovic’s practice and discuss the concept of  catharsis.

Discuss the role that conformity and obedience might have in creating these works. 

Try to establish what personality types some of  the artists are when looking at their work. What 
are their motivations?
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